
The Weekly Catch

October is National Manufacturing Month!
This annual observance isn't just about acknowledging past successes; it's a call to

inspire innovation and prompt manufacturers to capitalize on existing

resources and tools, enhancing their competitiveness. 

New Workboard Improvements
Starting today, you'll see the improved design when 'Working Parts'

on Workboards!

Workboards are one of the most powerful tools in the Steelhead arsenal. As our

platform has grown, we've added lots of new information and functionality to our

"Work Parts" dialog, where Operators can see and enter all the information they

need to do their jobs. With all the new features, we began to find that the Work Parts
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page began to require scrolling and visual searching to be used properly. 

 

To address this, we've given the Work Parts page a makeover. Starting today, you

will see a new and improved view on the Work Parts page. 

 

Some of these changes include: 

Reduced scrolling and improved visibility

The Work Parts dialog is now full-screen on all devices

Customer, Part Quantity, Received Order #, and Deadline have been added,

providing better context for each job

Better visibility with more compact information: Compare the old Work Parts dialog (left) with

the new layout (right). The information presented retains readability, but greatly reduces scrolling

and searching for needed information!
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Work Order "Show Details" has also been improved: The improvements to the Work Parts

dialog also appear on the Work Order pages under "show details." Compare the old layout (left)

with the new layout (right) to see the differences.

Additionally, there are now three new Domain Settings that grant you even greater

customization options, so that your workboards will appear exactly as you prefer

them. These options include:

Automatically Scroll Images: Turn this setting on to automatically page

through images on the Work Parts dialog, so that you can see all the needed

information on images with zero clicks required.

Hide Inventory Section: This option removed the inventory section on the

Work Parts dialog and Work Order pages. This is useful for if you don't

deplete inventory on individual work orders. 

Default Image Sizes: Choose Small, Medium, or Large so that you can either

see images more clearly or reduce scrolling - choose the setting that works

best for your shop!
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Let us know what you think at support@gosteelhead.com!

LEARN MORE ABOUT WORKBOARD UPDATES

File Management Now Available in Steelhead
Upload, view, and manage files from one convenient hub!

We are excited to announce that Steelhead's new File Management System is now

available! The All Uploaded Files page allows you to preview files, search, sort,

filter, display files by type, move files into folders for easy reference, and archive.
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Make sure that that "READ: All Uploaded Files" permissions are granted for any

users who should access uploaded files. Then, you'll see a new tile on the home

page called "All Uploaded Files." 

LEARN MORE ABOUT FILE MANAGEMENT

Other Highlighted Updates

Spec-Driven Processing

Specs can be configured as opt-in / opt-out on process nodes

Default processes can be added to specs

Spec field params are accessible from a dedicated page

Other default options related to setting specs on process nodes or stations

Native Units of Measure in Quoting & Invoicing

Quotes can now reflect part prices based on units, rather than price per part

Invoices can now be created with respect to the native units of measure of

parts

VIEW ALL PRODUCT UPDATES

New Articles
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Welcome to Steelhead
Dinah Kangas, Quality Assurance Specialist
We are excited to welcome Dinah to our team of product engineering experts, ready

to test new features and functionality for Steelhead customers!

 

Paul Raisanen, Deployment Engineer
Paul will be supporting custom-engineered Steelhead deployments in job shops

across North America!
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MEET THE TEAM

Recent Events
ASM International's Heat Treat Expo
Hosted in Detroit, Michigan, our team learned from and networked with heat treaters

from across the globe at the annual ASM International Heat Treat Expo.

 

Annual Nadcap Conference by PRI
Steelhead attended to understand how we can continue to modernize the industry

with digital certification management to save endless hours and eliminate paperwork

headaches.
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Shop Spotlight
Western Hard Chrome
Steelhead is proud to showcase one of our newest partners to pull up a seat at the

table of innovation, Western Hard Chrome.

 

The team flew to the Steelhead Hatchery all the way from Alberta, Canada to enjoy

the immersive training experience.

 

"In a world where more than half the population is under 25 years old, businesses

cannot afford to ignore digital transformation." - McKinsey & Company
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